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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEfINITIONS

1.1. Introduction

This paper deals with the Besov-Hardy-Sobolev spaces B;. q( R II ) and
F;)R II ) on the euclidean n-space RII • It is a self-contained survey about a
special aspect, the theory of equivalent norms and quasi-norms in these
spaces. In [22J we dealt extensively with characterizations of the spaces
considered via rather different means: differences (A tt f)(x) and derivatives
(DXf)(x) of functions, several types of mean values of differences of
functions, traces of harmonic functions, and temperatures in
R

II
++ J = {(x, t) i x E R II , t > O} on the hyperplane t = 0, etc. In that

monograph we used specific tools for different characterizations. One aim
of the present paper is to demonstrate that these different characterizations
can be obtained from a unified point of view. In this sense this paper may
be considered as the continuation and an improvement of [23 J and of the
Subsections 2.5.15-2.5.17 of the recent Russian edition of [22]. Tn order to
make our presentations self-contained we include some arguments from
these sources. The second aim of this paper is to extend the previous
results. For that purpose we introduce weighted means of differences and
derivatives of functions and distributions, which give also the possibility to
characterize spaces B;)R II ) and F;)R II ) with negative smoothness s and to
establish a localization principle for all these spaces in a rather easy way.

As in [22J we are mostly interested in the non-homogeneous spaces
B;jR II ) and F;.q(R II ). But as a by-product of the presentation in this paper
we also obtain corresponding characterizations of the homogeneous spaces
iJ;./Rn ) and P;.q(Rn ) which are simpler, in general. In contrast to [22] we
try to avoid the technique of maximal functions as far as possible (but not
always). The reason is that we obtain on this way more natural restrictions
for the parameters s, p, and q for the different types of characterizations.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Subsection 1.2 we give the
necessary definitions and add few further comments. Section 2 deals with
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general characterizations. The concrete examples which are an essential
part of this paper are discussed in Section 3.

Although we try to make this paper essentially self-contained we shall
not describe the historical background of the theory of the spaces B;)Rn )

and F;,q(R n ) which may be found in the two books [20,22]. But in
Remark 10 and in 3.5 we give some more specific references as far as the
topics treated in this paper are concerned.

As usual uninteresting positive constants are denoted by the same letter
c, where their numerical values may differ from formula to formula.

1.2. Definitions

We follow essentially [22, in particular Subsect. 2.3.1]. Let Rn be the
euclidean n-space. Sand S' stand for the Schwartz space of all infinitely dif
ferentiable rapidly decreasing complex-valued functions on Rn and the
collection of all complex-valued tempered distributions on R n , resectively.
Because all spaces in this paper are defined on R n we omit "Rn" in the
respective definitions. F and r 1 denote the Fourier transform and its
inverse on S', respectively. Let °<p ~ 00 then

(usual modification if p = 00 ). Let cP be the collection of all
systems {<p/x) };:o C S with the following properties:

(i ) <Pj( x) = <P (2 - jx), if} = 1, 2, 3, ... , (l )

(ii) sUPP<PoC {x Ilxl ~2}, supp<p c {x I~~ Ixl ~2}, (2)

(iii) Lj~o<P/x)=1foreveryxER1l' (3)

Remark 1. In contrast to [22, Subsect. 2.3.1] we use (l) from the very
beginning. This is not a serious restriction, cf. [22, Remark I in 2.3.1]. If
one uses more general systems {<p/x)}j: 0 then (2) must be replaced by

supp <PjC {x 12j
-

1~ Ixl ~2i+ I} (4)

for} = 1, 2, 3, ... and one must be sure that for every multi-index :t there
exists a positive number c~ such that

for all} = 0, 1,2, ... and all x E R1l' (5)

In the above special case, (4) and (5) are satisfied.

Remark 2. Systems of the above type will be used in order to define the
non-homogeneous spaces B;.q and F;,q' For the definition of the
homogeneous counterparts of the above spaces, cP must be modified as
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follows. if> is the collection of all systems {<p) X) }.I= _ if) C S with( 1) for all
integers}, (2), and (3) with L:j~_xinstead ofL:~o, for xERn-{O}. Of
course, Remark 1 can also be modified in an obvious way.

DEFINITION 1. Let {<p)x)}j==o EifJ. Let -oo<s<oo andO<q~oo.

(i) If 0 < p ~ <Xl then

Bs ={flfES', Ilfl Bs II{"'I)=(~ 2\jq llp-l<pFfIL Ilq)liq<oo} (6)p,q P.q L. } p
j~O

(usual modification if q = <Xl).

(ii) IfO<p<<Xl then

F' = {f I fE S', Ilf IF' II:"'I}P.q p.q

(7)

(usual modification if q = <Xl ).

Remark 3. This definition makes sense because by the Paley-Wiener-
Schwartz theorem (F-1<pjFf)(x) is an analytic function for every fE S'. For
sake of simplicity we always write (F-1<pff)(x) instead of the more correct
version (F-I[<pff])(x). In other words, F- 1 is applied to the distribution
<pJf The theory of these spaces has been developed in [22]. In particular,
B~,q and F~,q are quasi-Banach spaces (Banach spaces if p ~ 1 and q ~ 1). In
the sense of equivalent quasi-norms they are independent of the chosen
system {<pj} E ifJ. This justifies to write Ilf I B~)I and Ilf I F~)I instead of
Ilf I B~)I {<pj} and IIf I F~,qll {<pJ}, respectively, in the sequel, if {<pj} is an
arbitrary system belonging to ifJ. Furthermore these two scales cover many
classical function spaces: Holder spaces, Zygmund classes, Besov-Lipschitz
spaces, Sobolev spaces, Bessel-potential spaces, and spaces of Hardy type.
For details we refer to [22], but some of these claims are also essentially
covered by the equivalent quasi-norms described in this paper.

Remark 4. In our terminology B~.q and F~,q a:e non-h.omogeneous
spaces. We describe their homogeneous counterparts B~,q and F~,q' For tha!
purpose one replaces {<p)X)}j~oEifJ in Definition 1 by {<piX)}I=_xEifJ
and Lj~o in (6) and (7) by Lj~ -00; cr. Remark 2. There is a small
technical difficulty, because

if f is a polynomial. Hence these spaces should be considered modulo
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(8 )xER
Il

,

polynomials. A more detailed consideration of this point may be found in
[22, .Chap. 5]. Again. we write Ilf I i/;,qil and Ilf I p;. qll instead of
Ilfl B;,qil{q>j} and Ilfl F;,qiI{q>J1, respectively, in the sequel.

DEFINITION 2. Let {<p;(X)}j:oEcP or {<Pi(x)}r~ -x EtP and let fES'.
Let a > O. Then

( *f)(x)=su I(F-
1
<p;Ff)(x-Y)1

<PI a YE~" 1+ 121Yl a
'

(9 )

(maximal function).

Remark 5. Occasionally we shall use the technique of maximal
functions in this paper, sometimes also for more general systems {<Pi}' As a
special case of the theorem in Subsection 2.3.6 in [22J we recall the follow
ing result.

(i) If a> nip and {<p)x) L': 0 E cP then

C~O 2J,q 11(<p/ f)a I Lrllq)'/q

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm on B;q'

(ii) If a>nlmin(p, q) and {<p)X)}i~oEcP then

(10 )

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F; q' There is a com
plete counterpart for the homogeneous spaces i/;,q and f;,q. Of course, (i)
and (ii) are valid for all admissible values of s, p, and q in the sense of
Definition 1.

2. GENERAL CHARACTERIZATIONS

2.1. Spaces of Type F;,q: Basic Results

Let O<p~ 00 and O<q~ 00. We introduce the abbreviations

(J p= n (min/p, I) - D and (Jp,q=n(min(;,q,I)-D (11 )

and

_ (I ) and _ ( 1
I} (12 )(J =n -1 (J = n

p min(p, I) r.q min(p, q, I)
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cf. [22, 2.5.3]. Let h(x) E Sand H(x) E S with

supphc {y Ilyl ~2},

h(x)= 1 if Ixl ~ 1 and

supp He {y I ~ ~ Iyl ~ 4},

H(x)= 1 if!~ Ixl ~2.

THEOREM 1. Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and - 00 < s < 00. Let So and SI

be two real numbers with

So + iJp,q <s <Sl (13 )

and SI > iJ p' Let <Po(x) and <p(x) be infinitely differentiable complex-valued
functions on R n and R n - {O}, respectively, which satisfy the Tauberian
conditions

and

Let a> n/min(p, q),

1<p(x)1 > 0

if Ixl ~ 2

if !~ Ixl ~2.

(14)

( 15)

(16 )

and

Let

Ln I(F- 1 <P(~;17,(Z)) (y)! (1 + Iyl)" dy< 00,

sup 2- msoL I(F 1<p(2m.)H(·))(y)1 (1+lyl)"dy<CJJ, (17)
m = 1,2, .. n

sup 2-m.,o! I(F- 1<po(2m.)H(,))(y)I(I+lyl)"dy<00. (18)
m ~ 1,2, .. Rn

<p)x) = <p(2 -jX) if x E R n - {O} ( 19)

and j = 1, 2, ,.... Then

(20)

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q'
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Proof Step 1. In the first two steps we prove that the quasi-norm in
(20) can be estimated from above by c II! IP;)I. Let {Pj(x) L":o E cfJ, where
we replaced the qJ/s in the original definition by the p/s. In particular we
have p)x) = p(2-Jx) ifj=I,2,3, .... Let p)x)=O ifj=-I, -2, .... Then
we obtain

co K 00

2JS(P-1qJjPf)(x) = 2 js I (P-1qJiP/+iP!)(X)= I ... + I···, (21)
1=-00 I~ x I=K+l

where K is a natural number which will be chosen later on. We estimate the
first sum. Let

Po(x) = 14" PaC,,), p(x) = Ixl " p(x), and

p)x) = p(2- jx) if j= I, 2,.... (22)

Then we have

I/~£ if; 2
js
(P-

1
qJjP/+iPf)(x) I

:S: ~ 2/(.\I-S)\(p- 1 qJj(z) 2s(J+/)p-. (z)F)(X)I. (23)
'" 1~~ if; /2 -JzI SI J + 1 J

One can replace qJj(z) on the right-hand side of (23) by qJ)z) h( c2 -Jz ),
where c is an appropriate positive number which depends on K. Let
j=I,2, .... Recall qJ)z)=qJ(2- jz). Then I(P-1 ... )(x)1 on the right-hand
side of (23) can be estimated from above by

(24)

Recall (P-l)o(2-J·))(y)=2i"(p-l).)(2Jy). We apply this formula to the first
factor in (24) and replace afterwards 2jy by y. We use (8) with Pi instead of
qJj' Then we have

where c depends on K (but not on x, y,j, and I). We put these transfor
mations and estimates in (23) and obtain

1/~~co 2
jS

(P" lqJjPI+J!)(X)1 ~c I~~CO 2
/
(S,-S)2 u +' )S(Pj\t!)a(x), (26)

where j= 1, 2, 3, .... We used (16). We apply first the lq-quasi-norm with

640/52.2-4
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respect to j and afterwards the Lp-quasi-norm with respect to x. Because
51> 5 we obtain

11(~II/~~X 2JS(F-1CPiPI+iFf)(·fy;ql Lpll

~c IIC~o 2m,q(p~J)~(-)Y;41 Lpll· (27)

Because a> n/min(p, q) we can use the vector-valued maximal inequality
from [22, Subsect. 1.6.2], only the term with Po(x) = Ixl'l Po(x) is critical.
We return to this point later on in Remark 6 where we prove that

(28 )

holds provided that 51> Bp . Then the maximal inequality can be applied
and (27) can be estimated from above by

(29)

Finally, by (28) and the vector-valued Fourier multiplier theorem from
[22, 1.6.3J, (29), and consequently (27), can be estimated from above by

The term with j = 0 can be incorporated afterwards. In other words, we
have

where c depends on K.

Step 2. We estimate the second sum in (21), where we now calculate
carefully the dependence of the constants on K. The counterpart of (22)
reads as follows,

p(x) = Ixi sO p(x), p)x) = 15(2 -ix ) if j= 1, 2, .... (32)
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Instead of (23) we have now

I
f 2jS(F~lcpjPI+jFf)(x)1

I~K+ 1

~ f 21(sO~ s) I(F- 1 ,;~)Ziso H(2 -j- IZ) 2s(j+ I)Pj+ I(Z) Ff) (x) I.
I=K+ 1 Z

(33)

We have obvious counterparts of (24) and (25), where we replace p and
x-2-jy in (25) by P and x-2- j - 1y, respectively. Then we obtain

I f 2jS(F-lcpjPI+jFf)(x) I
I~K+ 1

CD

~ c L 21(so-s)2(j+ I)S(N+ dUx),
I~K+l

(34)

where we used (17), (18),

tn I(F~ 1 CP(~;~~I~(Z)) (y) I(1 + Iyn dy

~ c2 -msD f I(F- 1cp(2mz) H(z))(y)/ (1 + IYla) dy (35)
Rn

and a similar estimate with CPo instead of cpo Estimate (34) is the counter
part of (26) where c is independent of K. In the same way as in the first
step we arrive at

where we used So < s. The constant c in (36) is independent of K. Now,
(21), (31), and (36) prove that the quasi-norm in (20) can be estimated
from above by c II f I F~.q II·

Step 3. We prove that Ilf I F~)I {Pm) can be estimated from above by
the quasi-norm in (20), where {Pm(X)};:;'=oEtP has the above meaning. Let
t/J(X)ES be a function with suppt/Jc{Yllyl~2K+l} and t/J(X) = I if
Ixi ~Y, where we choose the natural number K later on. By (14), (15),
(19), and the properties of the functions Pj' we have

1(F- 1pjFf)(x)1 = I(F- 1Pjt/J(2 -j .) Ff)(x)1

~ cL
n

I(F~ 1 ~) (y)(F- 1cpjt/J(2 -j.) Ff)(x - y) Idy. (37)
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For fixed x E R n the Fourier transform of the y-function in the integral in
(37) has a support contained in a ball of radius e2 j + K, where e is indepen
dent of j and K. Let 0 < r < min( 1, p, q). We use an inequality of Nikol'skij
type, cf. [22, (1.3.2/5)], and obtain

I(F-1pjFf)(xW

~ e2 u+K)n(l - r) tn 1 (F- 1 ~) (y)(F- 1qJj!/J(2 -j.) Ff)(x _ y) Ir dy. (38)

Let j = 1, 2, 3, .... Then we have

I(F-
1~)(y) I' = 2

jnr I(F-l~) (2
j
y) Ir ~ e2

jnr
(l + 12

j
YI) h (39)

where b > 0 is at our disposal. A corresponding estimate holds for j = O. We
put (39) in (38) and obtain

if>

~e2(j+K)n(l-r)+jnrL 2- ld f
I~O {yllyl.;2

I(F- 1qJ/!/J(2- j .) Ff)(x - yW dy,
I ~ II

( (40)

where d> 0 is at our disposal. The integrals in (40) can be estimated from
above by

(4 t )

where M stands for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. We put (41)
in (40), choose d> n and arrive at

!(F-1pjFf)(xW ~ e2 Kn(1- r)(M IF- 1qJ;!/J(2 -j. ) Ffl r)(x). (42)

Recall t <p/r< 00 and t <q/r~ 00. We multiply both sides of (42) with
2jsr and apply the lq/r-norm with respect to j and afterwards the Lp/r-norm
with respect to x. By the vector-valued maximal inequality due to Feffer
man and Stein (cf. [7] or [22, 1.2.3]), which holds also for q = 00, we
obtain

II (~o 12,
S
(F-

1
pjFf)( .W)'/q I LpII'

~ e2 Kn(1-r) 11(~o (M IF- 12i 'qJj!/J(2-
j
.) Ffl r (.»q/rr

qILp/rll

~ e'2 Kn
(1 - r) II (~o 12 jS(r lqJj!/J(2

j
. ) Ff)( .W)'/</ I L pII' (43)
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where c and c' are independent of K. Because

171

the right-hand side of (43) can be estimated from above by the rth power
of the quasi-norm in (20) (this is just what we want) and an additional
term

However, this term can be treated in the same way as in the second step, in
particular we have an obvious counterpart of the estimate in (36). Hence,
the term in (44) can be estimated from above by

c2 Kr (Il« I/r) - 1) - (s- '0)) II f I F~)I r. (45 )

By (13), we may assume that n( (1lr) - I) - (s - so) < O. Recall that the
natural number K is at our disposal. We choose K large. Then the term in
(45) can be estimated from above, say, by ~ III I F~)lr. Now (43) and the
above splitting yield the desired estimate.

Remark 6. We prove the estimate in (28). This problem can be reduced
to

(46)

where a(x)ES with a(x)= 1 if Ixl ~ 1 and a(x)=O if Ixl ?2, and gELp is
an arbitrary function with supp Fgc {y Ilyl ~ I}. By Theorem 1.5.2 in
[22] this estimate is valid if

Ixl'l a(x) E H~ (47)

cf. (11), where H~ are the usual Bessel-potential spaces on R II (Sobolev
spaces if K is a natural number). Because s I > ap we may assume that
s1 + (nI2) > K > ap' Let }.(x) be an infinitely differentiable function on R II

with A(X) = 1 if Ixl ? 2 and A(X) = 0 if Ixl ~ 1. Then {Ixl"l a(x) }.(2 ix) }j~ 1 is
a fundamental sequence in H~. This follows by straightforward calculations
if K is a natural number. For fractional numbers K it is a matter of inter
polation or of the so-called multiplicative inequalities for Bessel-potential
spaces. This completes the proof of (28). We add a further observation
which will be useful later on. In Steps 1 and 2 we used only So < s. In other
words, in order to estimate the quasi-norms in (20) from above by
II! I F~)I the condition s > So is sufficient.

In the following corollary we extend the notation (<pt lUx) from (8) to
the functions <Pi under consideration here.
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COROLLARY 1. Let O<p<oo, O<q";;'oo, and -oo<s<oo. Let
a> njmin(p, q). Let So and SI be two real numbers with

so+a<s<sl (48)

and Sl>(jp' Let CPo(x) and cp(x) be the twofunctionsfrom Theorem I with
(14)-(18). Let cp/x) withj= I, 2, 3, ... be given by (19). Then

(49)

instead of (F-1cpjPI+iFf)(X). (50)

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;.q'

Proof One can follow the proof of Theorem 1. We indicate the
necessary modifications. We begin with (21) with x - 2 iz instead of x.
Then we use (25) with x - 2 -jy - 2 -jz instead of x - 2 jy and the
additional factor (I + Izl)il on the right-hand side. We divide both sides of
the modified estimate (26) by (1 + Iz[)" and take afterwards the supremum
with respect to z E R". This yields (3 I) with

I(F- l cpjPI+ jFf)(x - 2 iz )1
sup
cERn (1 + Izl)"

We modify the second step of the proof of Theorem I in the same way.
Then we obtain (34) with x-2 iz on the left-hand side and the additional
factor 21il

( I + Izi )il on the right-hand side. Because now So + a < s we obtain
(36) with the same substitute as in (50). This proves that the quasi-norm in
(49) can be estimated from above by Ilfl F;,!II. The other direction follows
from Theorem I because ap.q < a.

Remark 7. In this paper we are not so much interested in equivalent
quasi-norms where maximal functions are involved. We included the above
corollary for sake of completeness and in order to emphasize the difference
between (13) and (48) which will be of crucial importance later on.

There is an immediate counterpart both of Theorem I and Corollary I
for the homogeneous spaces P~,q' The proofs are essentially the same, but
simpler. We formulate the result.

COROLLARY 2. Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q,,;;, 00, and - 00 < s < 00. Let
a> njmin(p, q). Let cp(x) be an infinitely differentiable complex-valued
function on R" - {O} which satisfies (15), and let <p;(x) be given by (19),
where j is an arbitrary integer.
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(i) Let So and s, be two real numbers with (13). Let (16) and (17) be
satisfied. Then

(51)

(modification !f q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~.q.

(ii) Let So and s I be two real numbers with (48). Let (16) and (17) be
satisfied. Then

(52)

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~.q.

Remark 8. As remarked above the proof is the same as the proofs of
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. The assumption s 1 > (j p is now not necessary
and, of course, also not the assumptions for CPo(.\").

Our considerations in Section 3 are mainly based on conditions of type
(16)-(18) both for the spaces F~,q and B~.q' However, it will be useful to
give a more handsome reformulation of these conditions. Recall that Hg are
the Bessel-potential spaces on R" (Sobolev spaces if (J is a natural number).

COROLLARY 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for the numbers p, q, s,
so, S1 and a be satisfied. Let (J > nl2 + a. Let cp)x) be the functions from
Theorem 1 where (16 H 18) are replaced by

II
cp(x) h(x) I nil

I I
, Hz <00,

X 51

sup 2 mIG II cp(2m
. ) H( . ) I Hgil < 00,

m~ I,Z""

and

sup 2 -m,o II(CPo(2m
.) H(·) I H~II < 00,

m= 1, 2....

respectively. Then (20) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q'

Proof Let O<r~ 1 and -00 <b< 00. Then

(16')

(17')

(18')

(53 )

with l5 > n«(1lr) - (1/2)) + b. This is a well-known estimate; cf. e.g., [21,
p. 60] or [19,22] (the proof in [22, 1.5.2] for b = 0 can also be extended
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immediately to bi'O). However, (53) with r= I and a=b shows that
(16)-(18) follow from (16')-(18'), respectively.

Remark 9. In particular if (J is a natural number then the conditions
(16')-(18') can be checked easily. Later on we shall use a combination of
the conditions (16)-(18) and (16')-(18'). Of course the conditions in the
Corollaries I and 2 can also be re-formulated in the sense of the above
corollary.

Remark 10. Considerations of the above type are not new, both for the
spaces F;,q and B;,q' and also for their homogeneous counterparts (cr. [22,
2.3.6, in particular Remark 3J where we have given some references to
preceding papers). However, as far as conditions of type (13) or (48) (and
their even better counterparts for the spaces B;,q which will be described in
Subsect. 2.3) are concerned, the corresponding assertions in [22, Sub
sect. 2.3,6 J are very rough and only of restricted value in order to obtain
equivalent quasi-norms. Furthermore the great service of the Tauberian
conditions (14), (15) was simply overlooked in [22]. A first improvement
was obtained in [23], mostly for the spaces B;,q' We included some of this
material in the Subsections 2.5.15-2,5.17 of the recent Russian edition of
[22]. Tauberian conditions have a long history. As far as the systematic
use of ideas of the above type in the framework of the theory of function
spaces and related problems in approximation theory are concerned we
refer to Shapiro [17, 18]. Furthermore, Riviere and Madych developed in
[16, IOJ this method in great detail in order to study Holder spaces. Some
results in this connection for the spaces S;,cYC with 1~p ~ (JJ may also be
found in [15, Chap. 8J (cr. also [1 J for further references and useful infor
mations). As far as a unified approach to the theory of equivalent quasi
norms in the spaces B;,q and F;,q is concerned the results of this paper seem
to be new, in particular if p < 1.

2.2, Spaces of Type F;,q: Modifications

Let <p(x) = (ei'IX - 1)M, where yx stands for the scalar product of the
variable x E R" and y E R", and M is a natural number. Then
(F-1<pFf)(x)=(L1~f)(x),where L1¢1 are the usual differences of functions
on R n • Characterizations of spaces of type F;,q and B;,q via differences L1 ¢t
are very desirable. For appropriate numbers So and SI hypotheses of type
(16) and (17) for the above function <p(x) are fulfilled, but not the
Tauberian condition (15). On the other hand if one does not deal with a
single function (e iYX - 1)M, but with an appropriate finite set of these
functions {(e ilx - I)M} f = 1 or families of these functions of type
{ (e iYx - 1 )M} lyl = 1 or {(eiyx - 1)M} 1 <; lyl <; 2 then the Tauberian condition
(15) is satisfied in some sense and one can expect characterizations of type
(20). In this subsection we describe the necessary modifications, compared
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with the preceding subsection. We are not interested in most general for
mulations but we restrict our attention just to those functions cP which
cover the examples which we have in mind. The numbers (Jp, etc., and the
functions h(x) and H(x) have the same meaning as at the beginning of
Subsection 2.1. Furthermore, R I stands for the real line.

THEOREM 2. Let 0 <p < CY), 0 < q ~ 00, and - 00 < S < 00. Let So and SI

be two real numbers with (13) and s 1 > i'ip' Let CPo(x) be the same function as
in Theorem 1, including (14) and (18), where a>n/min(p, q). Let q>(t) be an
infinitely differentiable complex-valued function on R I - {O} which satisfies

[cp(t)l > 0

(Tauberian condition) and

if k<t<8 (54 )

I :~f';;)Rn \(F-
1CP(YI~'~(Z)) (y) \ (1 + Iy[ t dy < 00, (55)

sup sup 2 m,of [(F- 1cp(2myz)H(z))(y)[(I+lyWdy<00. (56)
1,;;!,1,;;2m=I.2, ... R n

Then

and

(modification if q = CY)) are equivalent quasi-norms in F;.4'

Proof Step 1. We use the same argument as in Step 1 of the proof of
Theorem 1 with cp(2-j yx) instead of cp)x) ifj= 1, 2, ... and 1~ Iy[ ~2. Then
we obtain (26). We take the supremum with respect to these is and
proceed afterwards in the same way as in (27)-(31). We obtain

ll(~l C~~oo 2
js l:~fo I(F-

1
cp(2-

j
yz)PI+)Z)Ff)(.)[)4)'14 ILpll

~ c II f I F;,qil (59 )

and a corresponding estimate with CPo. Next we use the same arguments as
in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1. We arrive at (34) with cp(2- j yx)
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instead of cp/x), where j= 1,2, ... and 1:(; I}'I :(;2. We take the supremum
with respect to these y's and obtain the following counterpart of (36),

II( ~ ( ~ 2Js sup I(F-lcp(2-JYZ)Pf+/Z)FIH')I)q)l/qILPII
J~l f~K+l 1,,;lyl,,;2

:(; c2- K
(s-so) III IF;)I (60)

and a corresponding estimate with CPo. However, the quasi-norm in (57)
can be estimated from above by the quasi-norm in (58), which in turn can
be estimated from above by the sum of the left-hand sides of (59) and (60)
and corresponding terms with CPo, and hence by III I F;,q II·

Step 2. In order to prove the reverse inequality we must modify Step 3
of the proof of Theorem 1. Let y with 1:(; Iyl :(; 2 be given. Then
{x I!:(; Ixl :(;2, Icp(yx)1 >O} covers a sectorial set Q y = {y I!:(; lyl :(;2,
I(Y/IYI)-(y/IYI)I:(;b} for some b>O. Let again {Pm(X)}~~oE<t> with
Pm(x)=p(2- mx) if m= 1, 2, .... We decompose the basic function p(x) by
p(X)=Lt'~l p(k)(X) such that for any Y with 1:(; lyl:(;2 we find a number k
such that supp p(k) c Q y • Thus is always possible if one chooses N large
enough. Let k be given and let 1:(; Iyl :(; 2 with supp p(k) c Q y • We follow
the arguments of Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1 with p(k)(2-Jx) and
cp(2 -Jyx ) instead of PJ and CPJ' respectively. We arrive at the counterparts of
(38) and (39), where in the latter inequality we may assume that the
corresponding right-hand side is independent of k and y. We substitute this
inequality in the just-described modification of (38) and integrate over
those y's which are connected with the given number k in the above sense.
Afterwards this integration can be extended to all admissible y's. Then the
corresponding right-hand sides are independent of k. Summation over k
yields (40) with

instead of I(F- 1cpj!/J(2-J.) Ff)(x-Y)I, where we used that

( )

r/q
{1"'lrdY:(;c {1 ...lqdy .

We have the counterparts of (43) and (44). We use the same splitting as
after (43). The substitute of 1F- 1cpJFII is (L,,; lyl,,;2 1F- 1cp(2 -Jy . ) FII qdy)l/q
and the corresponding term yields (57). The remaining term, i.e., the coun
terpart of (44), can be estimated with the help of (60) in the same way as
after (44). This shows that III I F;)I can be estimated from above by the
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quasi-norm in (57) and, consequently, also by the quasi-norm in (58). The
proof is complete.

Remark 11. Under our specific assumptions for <p(x) one can omit
SUPh!i'l0 in (55) and (56), because it is sufficient to know corresponding
estimates for a fixed y # O. However, if one replaces <p(yx) by more general
families of functions <py(x), then one needs formulations of type (55) and
(56). As we observed at the end of Remark 6 the assumption s > So is suf
ficient in order to estimate the quasi-norms in (57), (58) (and also in (61)
below if s > 0) from above by the F~.q-quasi-norm. Furthermore the
Corollaries 1 and 3 have respective counterparts. The corresponding coun
terpart of Corollary 2 will be formulated separately later on.

COROLLARY 4. Let all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be fulfilled and let in
addition s > O. Then

11F-1<poFfI Lpll+I!(fl t-,q sup I(F 1<P(h.)Ff)('Wdt)liq!LPII (61)
10 O<lhl"" t

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q'

Proof We have to prove that the quasi-norm in (61) can be estimated
from above by the quasi-norm in (58). For this purpose we estimate
SUPO<lhl"" from above by Lj;'"OSUP2/-I''''lhl'''2-I,. Then we have

This is just the desired estimate.

COROLLARY 5. Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q::::; 00, and - 00 < s < 00. Let So and
SI be two real numbers with (13) and Sl > ijp. Let <Po(x) be the same function
as in Theorem 1, including (14) and (18), where a>n/min(p, q). Let
<p(l J(x), ..., <p(NJ(X) be N infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions on
R n - {O} which satisfy

N

I 1<p(k)(x)1 > 0
k~1

(62)
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(Tauberian condition) and (16), (17) with q>(k) instead of q>. Then

11F- I q>oFf I Lpll

+ k~l II (( t-
sq

I(F- lq>(k)(t.) Ff)(· W~tYlq I Lpll (63)

and

11F-1q>oFf I L p II

+ £ 11(f.'t- Sq sup I(F-lq>(k)(T.)Ff)('Wdt)llqILPII (64)
k= I 0 1/2~r~1 t

are equivalent quasi-norms in F~,q' If, in addition, s > 0 then

11F- I q>oFf I Lpll

+ £ 11(f.'t- Sq sup I(F-1q>(k)(T') Ff)('Wdt)llq ILpll (65)
k~l 0 O<r~1 t

is also an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q'

Proof This corollary is simply the discrete version of Theorem 2 and
Corollary 4. The proof is the same.

Remark 12. In particular (63), (64) and, if in addition s > 0, (65), with
N=1 and q>(l)=q> are equivalent quasi-norms in F~,q' where q> has the
meaning of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 6. Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and - 00 < s < 00. Let
a> njmin(p, q). Let So and SI be two real numbers with (13). Let q>(t) be an
infinitely differentiable complex-valued function on R 1 - {O} which satisfies
(54)-(56). Then

and

!1(Ln Ihl-
sq

I(F-1q>(h.)Ff)(·W 1~~nYlq I Lpll (66)

II( f"t- Sq sup I(F-lq>(h.)Ff)('Wdt)llqILPII (67)
o 1/2 ~ Ihl ~ I t
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(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in P~,q. If, in addition,
s> 0 then

II( f't-
Sq sup !(F-·1<p(h.) Ff)(.W dt)l/q ILpll (68)

o O<lh!<:;t t

(modification if q = 00) is also an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q'

Remark 13. This corollary is the counterpart of Theorem 2 and
Corollary 4 for the homogeneous spaces P~,q. Furthermore there is also an
obvious counterpart of Corollary 5.

Further modifications. It is quite clear that some of the above con
siderations can be generalized and modified. For instance, the CC>"_
smoothness assumptions for the functions <Po and <p from the two theorems
and the subsequent corollaries can be weakened, e.g., in the sense of the
Bessel-potential spaces from Corollary 3. Furthermore, one can replace the
special family {<p(hx)} hE R

n
in Theorem 2 by more general families

{<Ph(X)} hE R
n

which satisfy conditions of type (55), (56). However, we wish
to describe another modification in some detail because there is a connec
tion with the so-called tent spaces which attracted some attention recently,
(cf. [5, 6J), and also with characterizations of the spaces F;.q via Lusin
functions given by Paivarinta [12,13, 14J (cf. also [22, 2.12.1J). Let C 1 be
the truncated cone

C1={(y,t)1 yERn ,O<t<l, Iyl<t} (69)

in R n + l' Then one has the following modification of Corollary 1, where we
now prefer the continuous version: Let 0 < p < 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and
- 00 < s < 00. Let a> n/min(p, q). Let So and Sl be two real numbers with
(48) and Sl > up' Let <Po(x) and <p(x) be the two functions from Theorem 1
with (14 )-(18). Then

IIF-1<poFf I Lpll + II (t t- sq !(F-1<p(t· )Ff)(x+ yW dy /~ I) l/q 1Lpll (70)

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;.q' The integral
over C 1 is taken with respect to (y, t) and the Lp-integral with respect to
xERn . We outline a proof. For fixed xERn and, say, t=2-/ with
j= 1, 2, ... we have

Iyl ~ t, (71)

where (<pf fUx) has the same meaning as in Corollary 1. Hence by this
corollary the quasi-norm in (70) can be estimated from above by a quasi-
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norm in F~.q' (As in the above considerations there is no problem to
replace L)': I .,. in (49) by S6 ... dt/t in the previous sense). In order to
prove the reverse estimate we use (38) with y + z instead of y (integration
over y), where Izi ::::: t = 2 -j. We have (39) with y + z on the left-hand side
and y on the right-hand side. We put this estimate in the just-described
modified version of (38) and take afterwards the (Jlzl<II···lq/r dz)'/q-norm
on both sides. Now the rest is the same as at the end of Step 2 of the proof
of Theorem 2, and we are through. We add few remarks. (70) is an exten
sion of Piiiviirinta's characterization of the spaces F~.q via Lusin functions;
cf. [12,13,14] or [22,2.12.1]. For that purpose one has simply to observe
that the integral over C 1 in (70) can be written as

II 1 f dtt- sq I(F-Icp(t.) Ff)(yW dy-,
o IB(x, t)1 8(x,l) t

(72)

where B(x, t) stands for a ball of radius t in RII centered at x E RII with
IB(x, t)1 as its volume. It is almost obvious that one has a counterpart for
the spaces P~,q. One must replace the truncated cone C I from (69) by the
full cone

(73)

Let O<p< 00, O<q::::: 00, and -00 <s< 00. Let a>n/min(p, q). Let So

and S I be two real numbers with (48). Let cp(x) be the function from
Theorem 1 with (15 H 17). Then

II UCy~ t-
sq

I(F-Icp(t.) Ff)(x +yW dy /~ I y/q I L p II (74)

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~.q'

2.3. Spaces of Type B~,q

This subsection deals with the spaces B~.q and B~,q from Definition 1 and
Remark 4, where again the homogeneous spaces B~,q are treated as a by
product. We formulate the counterparts of the two preceding subsections
and indicate the necessary modifications in the proofs. We use the numbers
from (11) and (12), as well as the functions h(x) and H(x) defined at the
beginning of Subsection 2.1.

THEOREM 3. Let 0 <p::::: 00,0 < q::::: 00, and - 00 < S < 00. Let So and s,

be two real numbers with

(75)
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and Sl > iip • Let CPo(x) and cp(x) be infinitely differentiable complex-valued
functions on R n and R n - {O}, respectively, which satisfy the Tauberian
conditions

ICPo(x)1 > 0

and

Icp(x)1 > 0

Let p= min(l, p) and let

if Ixl ~2 (76)

(77)

f I
(

F-ICP(Z)h(Z))( )IP d
li

s, Y y<OO,
R n Z

sup 2 -msoP f I(F- I cp(2m . ) H( . ))(y)1 P dy < 00
m~ 1,2,.. R n

and

(78)

(79)

sup 2- msop f I(F- 1cpo(2 m .)H(-))(y)IPdy< 00. (80)
m= 1.2.... Rn

(81)

(modification if q = 00) and

(82 )

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q'

Proof We modify the proof of Theorem 1. We have again the splitting
(21), the estimate (23) and the expression (24). Let 1~P ~ 00. Then we
apply the Lp-norm to (23), (24), use (78) with P= 1, and apply afterwards
the lq-quasi-norm. Then we obtain the following counterpart of (27),

(83 )
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Let 0 <p < 1. We use an inequality of Nikol'skij type, cf. [22, (1.3.2/5)J
and estimate the integral in (24) from above by

(84)

where c is independent of j. We put this estimate in (23), apply the
Lp-quasi-norm, use (78) with P= p, apply the lq-quasi-norm and obtain
again (83). Recall that CI. bd P ~ I. bi: for non-negative bk's. As in the first
step of the proof of Theorem 1 we arrive at the following counterpart of
(31 ),

In precisely the same way the second step of the proof of Theorem 1 can be
modified. We have to use (79), (80), and obtain

( .~ 2jsq II f F-1C{Jjp,+Jfl Lpllq)l/q ~C2-K(s-so) Ilfl F;)I (86)
j=O I~K+l

as the counterpart of (36). The constant c is independent of K. However
(85), (86) prove that the quasi-norm in (81) can be estimated from above
by c Ilf I F~)I. In order to prove the reverse inequality we modify Step 3 of
the proof of Theorem 1. We have (42) where now O<r<min(l,p) is suf
ficient. We use the usual (sacalar) Hardy-Littlewood maximal inequality
with respect to the Lp/r-norm and apply afterwards the lq/r-norm. By the
same arguments as in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain that
Ilf I F~)I can be estimated from above by the quasi-norm in (81). The
necessary modifications in order to .ncorporate the quasi-norm in (82)
have been described in the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 14. In contrast to the proof of Theorem 1 we avoided the
technique of maximal functions completely. The advantage of (78)-(80)
compared with (l6}-(l8) will be clear later on when we discuss equivalent
quasi-norms where differences At: are involved.

Next we formulate the counterparts of the Corollaries 1-3. In particular,
the maximal function (C{Jj* f)a has the same meaning as in Corolh y 1.

COROLLARY 7. Let 0 <p ~ 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and - 00 < S < 00. Let
a>n/p. Let So and SI be two real numbers with so+a<s<sl and SI >(jp'
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Let qJo(x) and qJ(x) be two infinitely differentiable functions on R" and
R" - {O}, respectively, which satisfy (76), (77), and also (16)-(18) with the
above number a> nip. Then

(87 )

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;,q'

Proof One can use the proof of Theorem 1 with the modifications
described in the proof of Corollary 1.

Remark 15. This is the counterpart of Corollary 1. The conditions
(78)-(80) are less restrictive than (16)-(18) with a> nip, respectively. This
is clear if p ~ 1 and it follows from Holder's inequality if p < 1.

Again we take the opportunity to formulate the corresponding results for
the homogeneous spaces i3~.q.

COROLLARY 8. Let O<p~oo, O<q~oo, and -00<.1'<00. Let
a> nip. Let qJ(x) be an infinitely differentiable complex-valued function on
R,,- {O} which satisfies (15), and let qJj(x) be given by (19) where j is an
arbitrary integ2r.

(i) Let So and .1'1 be two real numbers with (75). Let (78) and (79) be
satisfied. Then

(88)

(89)

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in i3;,q.

(ii) Let So and .1'\ be two real numbers with (48) and let (16) and (17)
be satisfied, where a> nip has the above meaning. Then

(~~GQ 2
jsq II(qJ/ f)a I Lpllqy/q

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in i3;,q.

Remark 16. This is the counterpart of Corollary 2 and it extends
Theorem 3 and Corollary 7 from the non-homogeneous spaces to the
homogeneous ones.

The conditions for qJo(x) and qJ(x) from Corollary 7 can be reformulated
in the sense of Corollary 3. We give the corresponding reformulation for
the conditions (78)-(80). Let again H'2 be the usual Bessel-potential spaces
on R" (Sobolev spaces if (J is a natural number). (Jp has been defined
in (11).

640/52/2,5
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COROLLARY 9. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 for the numbers p, q, s,
so, and Sl be fulfilled. Furthermore let the conditions (16')-(18') from
Corollary 3 with (J> (Jp be satisfied. Let cp/x) be the same functions as in
Theorem 3. Then (81) and (82) are equivalent quasi-norms in B;.q'

Proof The corollary follows from Theorem 3 and (53).

Our next task is to carryover the results obtained in Subsections 2.2 for
the spaces F;.q to the spaces B;.q'

THEOREM 4. Let O<p~ 00, O<q~ 00, and -00 <s< 00. Let So and Sl
be two real numbers with (75) and s 1 > iJp' Let CPo(x) be the same function as
in Theorem 3, including (76) and (80), where again p= min(1, p). Let cp(t) be
an infinitely differentiable complex-valued function on R I - {O} which
satisfies the Tauberian condition Icp(t)\ > 0 if i < t < 8 and

Then

and

f I( CP(YZ)h(Z)) II'
sup F- ' I lSI (y) dy<oo,

1,;;;lyl,;;;2 R n Z

sup sup 2- msol' f I(F- ' cp(2m yz)H(z))(yWdy< 00.
I,;;; lyl,;;;2 m~ 1,2,... R,

(90)

(91 )

(92)

(93 )

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in B;.q' If, in addition,
s > 0 then

(94)

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;.q'

Proof One has to modify the proof of Theorem 3 which, in turn, is
based on the proof of Theorem 1 in the sense of the proof of Theorem 2.
We omit the details. Then we obtain that (92) and (93) are equivalent
quasi-norms in Bs . If s > 0 then we can use the arguments from the proofp,q

of Corollary 4 in order to show that (94) is also an equivalent quasi-norm.
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Remark 17. The above theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 2 and
Corollary 4. Furthermore, it is now obvious that one has also a counter
part of Corollary 5. In other words, if one replaces the function cp(t) in
Theorem 4 by N infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions
cp(l)(x), ..., cp(N)(X) with (62) and the respective counterparts of (78), (79),
then

(95 )

and

(modification if q = (0) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q' If s > 0 then one
can replace SUPt/2<;;r<;;t in (96) by sUPO<T<;;t. Furthermore one can describe
a counterpart of (70) for B~,q'

Finally we formulate the counterpart both of Theorem 4 and Corollary 6
for the homogeneous spaces B~,q.

COROLLARY 10. Let 0 < p ~ 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and - 00 < s < 00. Let So and
Sj be two real numbers with (75). Let cp(t) be an infinitely differentiable com
plex-valued function on R I - {O} which satisfies (54) and (90), (91). Then

(97)

and

(98 )

(modifications if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q. If, in addition,
s > 0, then

(modification if q = (0) is also an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,q.

Remark 18. Furthermore there are also obvious counterparts
quasi-norms (95) and (96) for the homogeneous spaces B;,q'

(99)

of the
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3. CONCRETE CHARACTERIZATIONS

3.1. Characterizations via Differences and Derivatives

As in Section 2 we are mostly interested in characterizations for the non
homogeneous spaces B~.q and F~,q' However, we shall formulate the
corresponding results for the homogeneous spaces j]s and is , too. First,p,q p,q

we introduce a few notations. If a = (a j , ... , an) is a multi-index, i.e., the a/s
are non-negative integers, then Da= alal/ax~l ... ax~n with lal = a 1 + ... an
stands for the derivatives. Let

(,.1JJ)(x) = f(x + h) - f(x) and (100)

with M = 2,3, ..., be the usual differences, where x E R n and hE R n • If
h = (t, 0, ..., 0) with - 00 < t < 00 then we write ,.1 ': = ,.1 ~ for the partial dif
ferences with respect to the first direction of the co-ordinates. Similarly ,.1;'i

with k = 2, ... , n. Recall that the numbers (Jp' etc., have been defined in
(11), (12).

THEOREM 5. Let O<p~oo, O<q~oo and up<s<M, where M is a
natural number. Then

(101 )

(102)

(103 )

and

are equivalent quasi-norms in B~.q'

Proof We use Theorem 4 with CPo(x) = 1 and cp(t) = (e ivt
- 1)M, where v

is a positive number. Then we have (76) and Icp(t)1 > 0 for k< t < 8 if v> 0
is small. Recall that F- 1 (e ihx _l)M = ,1,:. Then (75), (80), and (91) with
So = 0 are satisfied. Finally we fix SI with SI > S. If M is large then (90) is
fulfilled; cf. Corollary 9 or (53). Then (92) and (94) prove that (101) and
(102) with large natural numbers M are equivalent quasi-norms in B~.q

where the integration over IhI~ 1 and 0 < t < 1 can be replaced by an
integration over Ihl ~ Jl and 0 < t < Jl respectively, where Jl > 0 is an
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arbitrary number (cf. also Subsect. 3.2, where we return to just this point in
Corollary 14). This result can be extended to any natural number M with
M>s\; cf. Remark 19, where we discuss this point. In order to prove that
(103) and (104) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q we choose
cplkl(x)=(eiVXk_l)M with v>O, x=(x1, .."x n ) and k=I, .."n instead of
the above function cp. Then (62) is satisfied if v> 0 is smalL Then
Remark 17 proves that the expressions in (103) and (104) are equivalent
quasi-norms in B~,q provided that M is large, The fact that even M> s 1 is
sufficient follows from Remark 19 below.

Remark 19. The above proof covers only the case if M in (101)-( 104)
is large, We have to show that the expressions in (101)-( 104) are
equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q for every natural number M with M> s,
There are two possibilities where we restrict ourselves to the quasi-norm in
(101). The other cases can be treated similarly, (i) The integration over
IhI~ 1 in (101) can be replaced by an integration over Rn and let
II!I B~)IM be the quasi-norm from (101) modified in this way, Let s<M,
Then II! I B~)I M + 1 ~ c II! I B~)I M is obvious. Recall

where L stands for a finite sum and a, are real numbers; cr. [22, (45) in
2.5.9]. If one puts (105) in Ii! I B~)I M then we have

Because M> s, this proves that II! I B;)I M and II! I B;)I M + I are
equivalent. The rest is a matter of mathematical induction, (ii) A second
possibility is to modify (55) and (90), where we replace IzI11 by (YZ)M where
M is the above natural number. This has the consequence that one must
replace Ixisl in (22) by (YX)M. Because (YX)M is a polynomial one has no
problems to modify the proof of Theorem 2 and, hence, of Theorem 4.
However (yz) - M(e iVYX - I)M is an analytic function and both (55) and (90)
are satisfied for any s I = M> s. These arguments work also for the spaces
F~,q which will be used later on.

COROLLARY 11. Let O<p~ 00, O<q~ 00, and {jp<s-L<M where L
and M are natural numbers. Then

(107)
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are equivalent quasi-norms in H' q'p,

Proof Let <p(k)(x)=xt(eiVXk -1)M with k= I, ..., nand v>O. Let again
<po(x) = 1. If v>O is small then (62) is satisfied. We use (75) with so=L
and Sl = L + M. Then the respective counterparts of (78), (79) are fulfilled,
where in the latter case one can apply the arguments from Remark 19.
Now (95) proves that (108) is an equivalent quasi-norm where we again
refer to Subsection 3.2 as far as the replacement of Slhl "" v by Slhl "" I is con
cerned. Now we complement the functions <p(k)(X) by all functions
xfi ... x~n(eiVXk - l)M with L I + ... + L n = L and apply again (95).
This shows that (108) with Llal~LIIL1~DafILpll instead of
LZ~ 1 11L1~(aLf/axt) I Lpll is also an equivalent quasi-norm. Because (101)
and (103) are equivalent quasi-norms it follows from the last observation
that (107) is also an equivalent quasi-norm.

Remark 20. Of course the corresponding counterparts of (102) and
(104) in the sense of (107) and (108), respectively, are also equivalent
quasi-norms in B~.q'

THEOREM 6. Let 0 < p < 00, 0 < q :(; 00 and n/min(p, q) < s < M, where
M is a natural number. Then

and

Ilf I Lpll + II (t "" J Ihl-
sq I(J~ f)(· W I~~n) l/q I L pII,

Ilf I Lpll + II (f t- sq sup I(J~ f)(· W dt) l/q I L pII,
o 0 < Ihl "" I t

n II ( J dt) J/q I IIIlf I Lpll + k~1 t t-
sq I(J~f)(' Wt Lp ,

(109)

(110)

(111 )

are equivalent quasi-norms in F~,q'

Proof We use the same functions <Po, <p, and <p(k) as in the proof of
Theorem 5. Let, in addition if I',q + (n/min(p, q)) < s. Then we choose
so=a>n/min(p,q) with sO+O'p,q<s and sl=M. We have (13), (14), and
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(18). Furthermore (56) holds where we need now so=a. As far as (55) is
concerned we use the arguments from Remark 19. Hence we can apply
Theorem 2 and Corollary 4 which cover (109) and (110). As far as the
replacement of Slhl':: v and So by Slhl':: 1 and g, respectively, are concerned we
refer again to Subsection 3.2, Corollary 14. The remaining quasi-norms in
(Ill) and (112) follow from Corollary 5 in the same way as above. Hence
the theorem is proved if (jp,q + (nlmin(p, q)) < s. If we have only
s > nlmin(p, q) and a = So < s, then it follows from Remark 11 that the
quasi-norms in (109)-(112) can be estimated from above by the F;,q-quasi
norm. We postpose the coverse inequality to Remark 21

COROLLARY 12. Let O<p<CfJ, O<q~oo, and nlmin(p,q)<
s - L < M, where Land M are natural numbers, Then

IlflLpll+ L ll(f Ihl-(s-Llql(L1;YD'i)('W dhn)l/qILpll (113)
I~I~L Ihl~L Ihl

and

are equivalent quasi-norms in F;,q'

Proof The proof follows from the preceding theorem and the
arguments of the proof of Corollary 11.

Remark 21. The conditions for sand M in Theorem 5 and
Corollary 11 and at least for q ~ p also in Theorem 6 are natural. Charac
terizations of type (110) cannot be expected if s < nip, because in that case
F~.q contains essentially unbounded functions for which the corresponding
expression is infinite.

The above two theorems and the subsequent corollaries have more or
less obvious counterparts for the homogeneous spaces B~.q and P;,q. One
has to use Corollaries 6 and 10, and also the modifications indicated in
Remark 19. We restrict ourselves to an example.

COROLLARY 13. (i) Let O<p~oo, O<q~oo, and Bp<s-L<M
where L is a non-negative integer and M is a natural number. Then

L (f Ihl-(S-Llq 11L1;Y D'i I Lpllq ~hn)l/q
I~I ~ L Rn I I

is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~.q'

(115 )
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(ii) Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q::;; 00, and n/min(p, q) < s - L < M, where L
is a non-negative integer and M is a natural number. Then

is an equivalent quasi-norm in p~.q.

3.2. Characterizations via Differences and Derivatives: Complements

In the preceding subsection we used functions of the type
cp(t) = (e iV1 _1)M in order to reduce the assertions from Subsection 3.1 to
the respective theorems and corollaries in Section 2. It was convenient to
assume that v > 0 is small. The direct application of the results of Section 2
yields, for example, the quasi-norms in (109) and (110) with Slhl~v and S~

instead of Slhl ~ 1 and Sb, respectively. However, by simultaneous dilations
h --+ ch and x --+ c'x with c > 0 and c' > 0 it follows that for any number
/1>0 the expression in (109) with Slhl~J1 instead of Slhl~l is an equivalent
quasi-norm in F~,q' Of course, a similar remark holds true for all the other
quasi-norms in Subsection 3.1 for the non-homogeneous spaces B~,q and
F~,q' One can ask whether SIhl ~ J1 ... dh/ Ih In can be replaced by
SR n ... dh/lhl n, etc. An affirmative answer can be obtained by direct
calculations. But we prefer a more general setting which is essentially a
comparison of homogeneous and non-homogeneous spaces and which can
also be applied to other situations than those ones dealt with in the
preceding subsection. Let cp(x) E S with (2) and, say, L)~ _CI) cp)x) = 1 if
x#O, where cp)x)=cp(2"ix ). Let cpO(X)ES with suppcpoc{YIIYI::;;2}
and cpo(X) = 1 if Ixl::;; 1. Recall that up has been defined in (12).

PROPOSITION. (i) Let O<p::;; 00, O<q::;; 00, and s>up ' Then

and

(118 )

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q'

(ii) Let 0 < p < 00, 0 < q::;; 00, and s> (jp' Then
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(121 )

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in F;,q'

Proof Step 1. In order to prove that (117) and (119) are equivalent
quasi-norms in B;,q and F;,q' respectively, it is sufficient to show that there
exists a constant c > 0 such that

IIF-1cpjFI I Lpll ~ c2 -jap IIF- 1cpoFf I Lpll

holds for all j = - 1, - 2, - 3, ,.., cf. (6) and (7). However, we have

IIF-1cpJI I Lpll = 11F-1cpjFF-1cpoFI I Lpll

~cIIF-lcpjl Lp1111F-1cpoFII Lpll (122)

with p=min(l,p), cf. [22, Proposition 1.5.1]. Because (F-1cpj)(x)=
2jn(F- 1cp)(2 j x) we obtain (121).

Step 2. We prove that (120) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q' We
have

if 0 <p ~ 1 and a corresponding estimate if 1<p < 00, Now, (119) and
(123) prove that (120) can be estimated from above by c III I F;)I. We
prove the reverse inequality. Because s> (jp we have

IIF-1cpoFII Lpll ~cr.111 I Lpll +c IIF-1cpoFj I Lpll

+ c ll(~l 2
sjq

I(F-1cp)'f)('W)'/q I Lpll, (124)

where c > 0 is at our disposal; cf. [22, 2.5.9, formula (37)]. We choose
c=!. Then it follows that IIII F;)I can be estimated from above by (120).
In the same way one obtains that (118) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;.q'

Remark 22. Expressions (118) and (120) can be written as

(125 )

and

(126 )
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respectively; cf. Remark 4. This shows how the homogeneous and the non
homogeneous spaces are connected if the hypotheses of the above
proposition are satisfied.

COROLLARY 14. (i) Let O<p~oo, O<q~oo, and iJp<s<M, where
M is a natural number. Let O<v<oo. Then (101) with f,h,,;::v .. ·dh/lhln or
with f Rn... dh/lhl n instead of flhl,;:: 1 00. dh/lhl n, and (102)-( 104) with f~ 00. dt/t
or with fo ... dt/t instead of f6 ... dt/t are equivalent quasi-norms in B;.q'

(ii) Let 0 <p < CIJ, 0 < q ~ CIJ and njmin(p, q) < s < M, where M is a
natural number. Let O<v<CIJ. Then (109) with flhlo· .. dh/lhln or with
fRnoo·dh/lhln instead of flhl';::l·.,dh/lhln, and (110)-(112) with f~· .. dt/t or
with fo ... dt/t instead of f6 ... dt/t are equivalent quasi-norms in F;,q'

Proof If v > 0 is small then the above claims are covered by the proofs
of the Theorems 5 and 6. On the other hand in Corollary 13 we gave exam
ples of equivalent quasi-norms in B;.q and p;.q. Using these results the
above proposition and Remark 22 it follows that (101) and (109) with
fRnoo.dh/lhln instead of flhl';::l·oodh/lhln are equivalent quasi-norms in B;,q
and F;,q' respectively. Similar for the remaining quasi-norms. However, as
far as the spaces F;,q are concerned we must add the same remark as at the
end of the proof of Theorem 6: The above considerations work if
iJP.q + (n/min(p, q)) < s. If we know only s > n/min(p, q) then it follows
from the final remarks at the end of the proof of Theorem 6 and their coun
terparts for the homogeneous spaces that at least all the quasi-norms in
Theorem 6 and in part(ii) of the above corollary can be estimated from
above by c Ilf IF;)I. We postpone the converse inequality to Remark 23.

3.3. Characterizations via Weighted Means of Differences and Derivatives,
the Localization Principle

We modify the considerations of Subsection 3.1, but we restrict ourselves
to the non-homogeneous spaces B;.q and F;.q' We deal with two versions of
weighted means of differences. The first version gives the possibility to
replace the assumption s > n/min(p, q) in Theorem 6 and Corollary 14(ii)
for the spaces F;.q by the more natural assumption s> iJp,q, where iJp,q has
been defined by (12). The price to pay is the replacement of the differences
L1 f by weighted means of differences; cf. also Remark 21. One can do the
same for the spaces B;.q in the sense of Theorem 5. But there is no chance
to improve the condition s> iJp • So we restrict ourselves to the spaces F;.q'
at least as far as the first version of weighted means is concerned.

Let g E S be non-negative and rotation-invariant (i.e., g(x) depends only
on Ixl) with g(O) > 0 and supp Fg compact. Then

[KM(g, t)f](x) = f g(h)(L1~ f)(x) dh,
Rn

(127)
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are weighted means of differences where M is a natural number and t > O.
As the subsequent considerations show the assumptions for g are con
venient, but they can be weakened.

THEOREM 7. Let 0 <p < 00, 0 < q:::;;, 00, and jjp,q < S < M, where M is a
natural number. Let 0 < v:::;;' 00. Let g be the above function and let KM(g, Of
be given by (127). Then

Ilf I Lpll + II U: t-
sq

I(KM(g, Of)(· W~t) I/q I L p II (128)

is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;.q'

Proof Let CPo(x) = 1 and

cp(x) = f g(h)(e iVXh _l)M dh,
Rn

xER/l, (129)

where xh stands for the scalar product of x E R/l and hE R/l' and 0 < v< 00.

We use Theorem 1 with So = 0 and SI = M if M is even and Sl = M + I if M
is odd. Then (13), (14), (18) and SI >jjp are satisfied. As for (15) we have

I
cp(X)- f g(h)(e i\'Xh_l)M dhl :::;;'cT M-2, (130)

Ihl,,; T

where c is independent of T and v. On the other hand if Ixl :::;;, 2 and v= biT
where b> 0 is small then

f g(h)(eiVXh-l)Mdh=CT-Mf g(h)(xh)M(1+o(I))dh.(131)
Ihl,,; T jhl,,; T

If M is even then the integral over g(h)(xh)M in (131) is positive and (130)
and (131) yield (IS). If M is odd then the integral over g(h)(xh)M vanishes
but not the integral over g(h )(Xh)M + 1. Then one has (131) with T- M I

instead of T- M. Again (15) follows from (130) and this modified equation
(131). We have to check (16) and (17). Because g(h) is rotation-invariant,
cp(x) has the same property. If M is even then cp(x)/lxI M is an analytic
function, if M is odd then cp(x )/lxl M+ 1 is an analytic function. Then it
follows that (16) with SI = M or SI = M + 1, respectively, is satisfied. In
order to check (17) we remark that

M

cp(x)=(-I)M f g(h)dh+ L ak(Fg)(vkx) (132)
Rn k~ I

holds, where ak are appropriate constants. In particular we have
cp(2mx)=c if Ixl~~ and m is large. This shows that (17) with so=O is
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satisfied. Hence, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and Corollary 5 (with N = 1)
are satisfied. Furthermore, F- lcp(t. ) Ff with cp(x) from (129) yields (127)
with vt instead of t. Then it follows from (63) with N= 1 that (128) is, at
least for small values of v, an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q' where we used
that 11F-lcpoFf I Lpll can be replaced by Ilf I Lpll, cf. Step 2 of the proof of
the proposition in 3.2. The corresponding assertion for the homogeneous
spaces P;,q reads as follows: (128) with So inst~ad of So and without the
term Ilf I Lpll is an equivalent uasi-norm in F;,q' The assertion of the
theorem for arbitrary 0 < v < 00 and in particular for v= 00 follows now
from the proposition in 3.2 and Remark 22.

Remark 23. We complete the proofs of Theorem 6 and Corollary 14(ii),
which also completes the proof of Corollary 13(ii). We restrict ourselves to
(109) and (110) with SlhlO and So instead of Slhl<;1 and n, respectively,
where 0 < v::::; 00. The proof for the remaining quasi-norms is the same. Let
0< p < 00, 0 < q::::; 00 and njmin(p, q) < s < M, where M is a natural num
ber. As we remarked at the end of the proofs of Theorem 6 and
Corollary 14 the modified quasi-norms (109) and (110) (with v instead of
1) can be estimated from above by c Ilf IF;)I. In order to prove the reverse
inequality we use the quasi-norm from (128). We have

00

I(KM(g, t)f)(x)l::::;c L 2- rI sup I(AJ:4 f)(x)l, (133)
I~O 0< Ihl,,; 12'

where r> 0 is at our disposal. Then (128) with v= 00 yields
rx.)

Ilf I F;)I ::::; c Ilf I Lpll + c L 2 -r'l

I~O

x II(f oo

t-
sq sup I(AJ:4 f)(XWdt)l/q 1Lpll' (134)

a O<lhl,,;12' t

where r' > 0 is at our disposal. We substitute r = t2 1 in the respective terms
on the right-hand side of (134). Then we have an additional factor 21s

• We
choose r' > s. It follows that Ilf IF;)I can be estimated from above by the
quasi-norm in (110) with So instead of J6, and the proof is complete
as far as this special case is concerned. Next we extend the proof to the
quasi-norm in (110) with So instead of S6, where 0 < v < 00. Let
njmin(p, q) < s< s. We have

I
I( foot-Sq sup 1 (AJ:4f)(·)l

q
dt)l/qI L p ll

v 0< Ihl ,,; , t

::::;c II(f oo

t- sq sup I(AJ:4 f)('Wdt)l/q ILpll
v O<lhl,,;, t

::::; c Ilf IF;)I ::::; c, Ilf I Lpll + E Ilf I F;)I, (135)
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where t: > 0 is at our disposal. The last estimate in (135) follows from (120)
with L)': 0 instead of Lr: _00 and from a corresponding counterpart of
(124). The above proven assertion that (110) with Sgo instead of g is an
equivalent quasi-norm in F~.q and (135) prove the correspondig assertion
with So instead of Jb in (110). It remains to show that Ilf I F~)I can be
estimated from above by the quasi-norm in (109) with Jlhl<v instead of
Jlhl ~ I' We may assume that v= 00 because the cases with v < 00 can be
treated afterwards on the basis of (135). We use again (127) and (128) with
v= 00. Let 1~ q ~ 00. By Holder's inequality we have (modification if
q= (0)

I(KM(g, t)f)(xW~c f g(h) I(.1;'tf)(xW dh
Rn

=ct- n f g (~) 1(.1~ f)(xW dh (136)
R n t

and

tOO t- sq I(KM(g, t)f)(xW ~t

~ c Ln Ihl ~sq 1(.1~ f)(xW I~~n' (137)

We put (137) in (128) and obtain the desired estimate In the case
1~ q ~ 00. Let 0 < q < 1. Then we modify (133) by

I(KM(g, t) f)(x)1

~c f 2- rl sup 1(.1~ f)(X)II-q f g(h) I(.1;'tf)(xW dh, (138)
1= 0 0 < Ihl ~ 12' R n

where g(h) is a non-negative function on Rn with SUPhE R
n

Ihl N g(h) < 00 for
any natural number N. (138) remains valid if we take the qth power term
by term. Afterwards we multiply with t - 'q - 1 and integrate over 0 < t < 00.

Then we apply Holder's inequality, based on q + (1 - q) = 1, and obtain

00 (foo dt)l-q
~ CL 2- r1q t- sq sup 1(.1!Yf)(xW-

1=0 lJ O<lhl~12' t

(139)

640/52/2-6
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The second factors are independent of I and they can be estimated in the
same way as in (136), (137). The first factors can be treated as above, i.e.,
we substitute r = t2 1 and choose r> l. Now we apply the Lp-quasi-norm
and we use again Holder's inequality with respect to q + (1 - q) = 1.
Because both (128) and (110) with SO' instead of nare equivalent quasi
norms in F;.q we obtain finally

IIfl F~)I ~c Ilfl F;)11-q

x (lif I Lpll + II (tn Ihl-
Sq

I(Ar f)(- W I~~ny/q I Lpllr (140)

This yields the desired estimate in the case 0 < q < 1.

Corollary 14 and the underlying Theorems 5 and 6 give the possibility to
establish a Localization Principle which is useful, e.g., in order to study dif
ferential equations. We describe an example. Let 0 <p < 00,0 < q ~ 00, and
n/min(p, q) < s < M where M is a natural number. Let 6> 0 and let

F(x) =(f Ihl- sq I(Ar f)(xW Idhhln)l/q,
Ihl ,;; e

(141)

Then Ilf I Lpll + IIF I Lpll is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q' cf. (109) and
Corollary 14(ii). However in order to calculate F(x) one needs only the
values off(y) with Iy-xl ~6M, where one may choose 6>0 as small as
one wants. One has a similar assertion for the spaces B~,q provided that
0< p ~ 00, 0 < q ~ 00 and s> ap; cf., e.g., Corollary 14(i) and (101) with
Slhl';; e instead of Slhl';; l' The question arises whether one can find for all
spaces B;,q and F~,q without any restriction for s equivalent quasi-norms
which exhibit this property, which we call the Localization Principle. In
order to get an affirmative answer we introduce new weighted means of
differences. Let ljJ E S with

suppljJc{yllyl~l} and (FljJ)(O) #0. (142)

Let t > 0 and let M be a natural number. Then we put

[L(ljJ, t)f](x)= f ljJ(y)f(x-ty)dy,
Rn

and

(143)

[LM(ljJ,t)f](x)=f J ljJ(y)(A~f)(x-ty)dhdy, (144)
R n Ihl,;; 1
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where the inner integral is taken with respect to {h I Ihl :::; I} and the outer
integral is taken with respect to y ERn. The integral over h is an
(unweighted) ball mean of differences which is of the same structure as
(127). In contrast to (127) we have now an additional weighted ball mean
with respect to y; cf. (142). We use (143) and (144) for all fE S' which
makes sense because IjJ E S. Recall that ifp has been defined in (12).

THEOREM 8. Let 0 < q:::; 00 and - 00 < S < 00. Let M be a natural num
ber with M>s and M>if p ' Let L(IjJ, t) and LM(IjJ, t) be the means from
(143) and (144), respectively.

(i) Let 0 <p:::; 00. There exists a positive number Co such that for all c

with 0<c<60,

(145)

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~.q'

(ii) Let 0 < p < 00. There exists a positive number 60 such that for all c
with O<c<co,

(modification if q = (0) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~.q'

Proof In order to prove part (ii) we use Theorem 1 with

<Po(x) = (FIjJ)(cx) and <p(X)=(FIjJ)(6X)f (e iehX _1)Mdh, (147)
Ihl '" 1

with c > 0, where hx stands for the scalar product of hE Rn and x ERn. If
c>O is small then both (14) and (15) are satisfied. Furthermore, <p(x)/lxI M

if M is even, and <p(x)/!xI M+ 1 if M is odd, are analytic functions. This
shows that (16) with s1 =M (resp. s1 =M + 1) is satisfied. Furthermore,
(17') and (18') from Corollary 3 are satisfied for any number so' Hence we
can apply Theorem 1 where we now prefer the version (63) with N = 1.
Recall t-n(FIjJU-1.))(x) = (FIjJ)(tx). Then (147), (143), and (144) yield
(146). Part (i) follows in the same way where one has to use Theorem 3
instead of Theorem 1.

Remark 24. Let x E Rn and 0 < t < c. In order to calculate the values of
the means in (143) and (144) at the point x one needs only the values of
f(z) with Iz - xl < c(M + 1). This makes sense for any fE S'. This shows
that all spaces B~.q with O<p:::; 00, O<q:::; 00, sER I , and all spaces F~,q
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with 0 < P < 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and s E R 1 satisfy the Localization Principle
which we described in front of Theorem 8.

COROLLARY 15. Let 0 < q ~ 00 and - 00 < s < 00. Let M be a natural
number with M>s and M>rrp. Let L(t/J, t) be the mean from (143).

(i) Let 0 < p ~ 00. There exists a positive number eo such that for all e
with O<e<eo,

(148 )

(modification if q = 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;,q'

(ii) Let 0 <p < 00. There exists a positive number eo such that for all e
with 0 < e < eo,

IIL(t/J, e)f I Lpll + I~I~M 1/ u: t(M-slq I(L(t/J, t) Dj)(· W~t) \/q ILpll (149)

(modification if q= 00) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;.q'

Proof In order to prove part (ii) we use Corollary 5 with

CPo(x) = (Ft/J)(ex) and

where e> 0, x E R n , and x~ = X~l ... x~n. As in the proof of Theorem 8 the
function CPo satisfies (14) and (18') from Corollary 3 for any So provided
that e> 0 is small. For small e> 0 we have also (62) and (17') for any
function cp(~). As far as (16) or (16') with cp(~l instead of cp is concerned we
refer to the modifications indicated at the end of Remark 19. This means in
our case that we can replace cp(z) h(z)/izisl in (16) by cp(~l(z) h(z)/z~

provided lal = M = Sl > sand s\ > rrp • Hence the hypotheses of Corollary 5
are satisfied. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 8 part (ii) follows
from (63). Remark 17 proves part (i).

Remark 25. Again L(t/J, t)D~f must be interpreted in the sense of dis
tributions. Furthermore the Localization Principle can also be established
on the basis of the above corollary.

3.4. Characterizations via Harmonic Functions and Temperatures

It is well known that function spaces of Besov-Hardy type on R n can be
characterized as traces of harmonic functions or of temperatures in
R;;+ 1= {(x, t) I x ERn' t ~ O} on the hyperplane t = 0 which is identified
with R n • In our context this means that we have to choose the fuction cp(x)
from Theorem 1 and the subsequent theorems and corollaries as e -Ix! (in
the case of harmonic functions) and as e -lxl

2 (in the case of temperatures)
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where we must multiply these functions with some powers of 14 Recall
that

(F-1q>(t.) Ff)(x)=c f (F-1q>(t.))(x-y)f(y)dy
Rn

=ct- nf (F-'q»(X-y)f(y)dY. (151)
Rn t

If we choose q>(x) = e- 1xl then we have

(F- I -I~I)( ) _ c
e x - (1 + IxI2)(n+ \)/2

and (151) yields the Cauchy-Poisson semi-group P(t)f of harmonic
functions in R:+ 1 given by

(152)

If we choose q>(x)=e- 1xI2 then we have F(e-I~12/2)(x)=e-lxI2/2 and (151)
with q>(Jt.) instead of q>(t·) yields the Gauss-Weierstrass semi-group
W(t)f of temperatures in R:+ l' given by

[W(t)fJ(x) = ct- n/2f e-lx-YI2/4t f(y) dy,
Rn

XERn' t > O. (153)

Recall that u(x, t) = [W( t)fJ (x) satisfies the heat equation in
{(x, t) I xERn, t>O}. As far as the formal aspects of these two semi
groups are concerned we refer to [20, 2.5.2, 2.5.3]. If f E S' then (153)
makes sense. In the case of (152) one must interprete this expression in a
sense of a limiting procedure. Recall that iJp has been defined in (12).

THEOREM 9. Let 0 < q ~ 00 and - 00 < s < 00. Let q>o E S with q>o(O) i= o.
(i) Let 0 <p ~ 00. Let k and m be non-negative integers with

k>max(s, iJp ) + iJ p and 2m>s. Then

and
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(modification if q = (0) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q' If s> ap then
IIF-IcpoFf I Lpll in (154) and (155) can be replaced by Ilf I Lpll.

(ii) Let 0 <p < 00. Let k and m be non-negative integers with
k > max(s, ap) + nlmin(p, q) and 2m > s. Then

IIF-IcpoFf I Lpll + 11 (f t(k - 'lq I Ok~;;)f ( .{ ~ty/q I Lp II (156)

and

(modification if q = (0) are equivalent quasi-norms in F~.q' If s> ap then
IIF-IcpoFf I Lpll in (156) and (157) can be replaced by Ilf I Lpll·

Proof Step 1. We prove part (ii). We use Theorem 1 with the above
function CPo and cp(x) = Ixl k e- ixi . The above assumption CPo(O) '" 0 and
cp(x)#O for all x",O cover (14) and (15). Furthermore, (17') and (18')
from Corollary 3 are satisfied for any So' Finally, (16') can be reduced
to the question whether e-1x1Ixlk-'1 with sl>max(s,ap) belongs to H'2
with a> (nI2) + (nlmin(p, q)). By Remark 6 this property holds if
k - SI + (nI2) > a. This is satisfied by the above assumption for k. Hence we
can apply Theorem 1 and (63) with N = 1. We have

F-Icp(t·)Ff=tkF-IIYlke-tl"IFf

Ok Ok
=tk-F-le-tlyIFf=tk_p(t)f: (158)atk atk '

cf. (152), which proves that (156) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q' In
order to prove the corresponding assertion for the expression in (157) we
use again Theorem 1 with CPo and cp(x) = Ixl 2m e -lx I

2
• Then all conditions,

including (16') with s I = 2m > s are satisfied, and the counterpart of (158)
reads as

F-Icp(jt.) Ff= tmF- 1 lyI 2m e-tlyl2Ff

am om
=tm-F-le-tlyI2Ff=tm_ W(t)f: (159)or or'

d. (153). Then it follows that (157) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~

where one has to take into consideration that we substituted t by v t.
Finally let s> ap' Then we have (123) and (124) which prove that we can
replace IIF-1cpoFf I Lpll in (156) and (157) by Ilf I Lpll.
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Step 2. Part (i) can be proved in the same way. We use Theorem 3 and
Corollary 9 instead of Theorem 1 and Corollary 3, respectively.

Remark 26. A reasonable choice of <Po, at least in (155) and (157), is
given by <Po(x) = e-clxl2 with c > O. In other words, one can replace
IIF~l<poFfl Lpll in (154)-(157) by IIW(1)fl Lpll. On the other hand,
IIp-l<poFfI Lpll cannot be replaced by IIP(I)fl Lpll, in general. A more
detailed study of this question can be based on (152), but we shall not go
into detail.

COROLLARY 16. Let 0 < q ~ 00 and - 00 < s < 00.

(i) Let 0 <p ~ 00. Let k and m be non-negative integers with
k>s+rrp and 2m>s. Then

(160)

and

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in h~,q'

(ii) Let 0 <p < 00. Let k and m be non-negative integers with
k > s + (njmin(p, q)) and 2m> s, then

and

(163 )

(modification if q = 00) are equivalent quasi-norms in P~,q.

Proof Terms (160)-( 163) are the homogeneous counterparts of
(154)-(157), respectively. Instead of Theorems 1 and 3 we have to use
Corollaries 2(i) and 8(i), respectively. The counterpart of (63) has been
mentioned in Remark 18.

3.5. Comments

The results of this paper generalize, modify, and, in particular, unify,
corresponding assertions from [22] for the spaces B~.q and P~,q' As far as
the general history of these spaces is concerned we refer to [22,2.3.5]. In
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[22,2.5] we gave several characterizations of the spaces B~,q and F~.q in
terms of differences and derivatives of functions and related ball means.
However, we used rather specific methods. A first step in direction of a
more unified approach was done in [23] and the Subsections 2.5.15-2.5.17
of the recent Russian edition of [22]. The present paper may be considered
as the continuation of this way. The main new ingredients are the con
ditions of Tauberian type, cf. for instance (14), (15), or (54), and the rather
careful description of the assumptions of the underlying functions in the
sense of (16H 18), etc. This is the basis for a unified approach to the
apparently rather different types of equivalent quasi-norms in the treated
spaces prest:nted in this paper. As far as the use of Tauberian conditions is
concerned we gave some references in Remark 10. Concrete charac
terizations of function spaces via derivatives and differences of functions,
and harmonic or thermic extensions are known. Characterizations of the
classical Besov-Sobolev spaces based on derivatives and differences may be
found in [11] and [20], including many historical remarks and references.
The use of semi-groups of operators in Banach spaces in connecti'on with
the classical Besov-Sobolev spaces and related problems in approximation
theory has been studied in [4] and [20]. This covers not only charac
terizations via derivatives and differences (translation group) but also
characterizations via harmonic and thermic extensions (Cauchy-Poisson,
and Gauss-Weierstrass semi-groups, respectively). However, the semi
group approach is not effective for the spaces F~.q (even not if p ~ 1 and
q ~ 1) and it breaks down if p < 1 in B~,q or F~.q' As far as the spaces F;.q
with s > 0, 1 < P < 00, 1 < q < 00 are concerned a detailed study of
equivalent norms involving derivatives and differences of functions, as well
as harmonic and thermic extensions has been given by Kaljabin [8,9].
Finally we refer to the papers [2, 3] by Bui, where characterizations of
spaces with p < 1 (and with weights of Muckenhoupt type in the case of the
latter paper) in terms of thermic and harmonic extensions are given.
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